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At the Toronto Focal Forum we share a passion for the printed photograph: it’s our chosen means of creative expression,  
so we strive for artistic and technical excellence. Our candid print reviews are times for diverse work and different ideas,  

creating an invigorating, ongoing conversation about our experiences in art and in life. These evenings are times of inspiration, 
honing our craft of clear vision and communication, enriching our photographic pursuits. This is the measure of our success.

Welcome to your penultimate edition of Snapshots for the 2019-2020 season. In this issue you 
will see images that might have been presented at the previous meeting, along with commentary 
from a few makers to consider. This issue commemorates the meeting that would have been the 
AGM, you will find select excerpts of the reports from the Executive, with additional information 
having been sent to all members by email. 
It has been an unusual year but a successful one. We have welcomed new members and found a 
new venue; our winter banquet was a great success and unquestionably the best we’ve enjoyed in 
years. We’ve been thinking a lot about how and why we create what we do, and are establishing 
new patterns and possibilities. This is not the end of the year that we were expecting, but we’ve 
done well just the same. 
And of course the season isn’t quite over yet. Look for one more issue of Snapshots as we conclude 
the year, and how you can be part of making it a very special Banquet issue.

Welcome 2020, by Tom Yates 



Featured Images 
in lieu of our April 22 meeting 

Marie Algieri-Goldgrub 
What if… I was born in another place at 

another time, would I still be me? 

Matthew Robertson 
Local Government 

Tom Yates 
Welcome 2020 

Allan Flagel 
Arrangement 

Dass 
Art is Where You Find It 

Paul Yi 
Once Upon a Time, When Birds Can Fly 

Lawrence Sitwell 
Portrait 

Leif Petersen 
Street Life 

Marvin Cooper 
Tulip Leaf and Stems 

Rhonda Starr 
A Sign of the Times 

Judy Griffin 
Blue Graphic 

Mort Shapiro 
Elements 

Sue Curtis 
Sierra Leone Drummer 

Craig Lauder 
Third Bridge 

David Kennedy 
Red Trilliums

A photographer is like a cod, which produces a million eggs in order that one may reach maturity. 
– George Bernard Shaw
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Toronto Focal Forum 2020-2021 Executive: 

President: B Dass 

Vice President: Leif Petersen 

Past President: Steve Gilligan 

Secretary: Steve Rees 

Treasurer: Rhonda Starr 

Membership: Mort Shapiro 

Print Director: Matthew Robertson 

Newsletter Editor: Matthew Robertson

Thank You to our 2019-2020 Moderators: 

Steve Gilligan 

Matthew Robertson 

Leif Petersen 

David Kennedy  

Michael Anderson 

Marvin Cooper 

Tom Yates 

Steve Rees 

Marie Algieri-Goldgrub
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I decided that what I really wanted to do was go off and paint. 
– Jim Henson

President’s Report 
by Stephen Gilligan 

This is my third and final year addressing you as President of the Toronto Focal Forum. There is no doubt 
that this has been an extraordinary year in many ways. Most notably are the challenges we are now facing 
as the 2019/2020 season comes to a close. The Covid-19 policy of social distancing has disrupted our 
normal gatherings and print reviews. It has also forced your executive to provide the content of our Annual 
General Meeting to you by email. So, here is the Executive’s submission in lieu of the standard AGM.  
Despite the current disruption, we had a very successful year. We made the transition from Katz’s Deli to 
Seoul House and call it our new home. Let’s hope we can once again gather for dinner and discussion at 
Seoul House this coming September. 
As in previous years, the members of the Executive team were proactive, supportive and generous. Our 
Print Director Matthew, going above and beyond the standard role, continued his diligent efforts to make 
Snapshots interesting and vital to the group’s communication. Our Vice President Dass took the initiative 
to form the Vision Committee to search out ways to attract new members that would value our 
camaraderie and dedication to the print, these being core values of the Toronto Focal Forum. The Vision 
Committee also launched our Instagram page, an initiative captained by Marie, to reach out to the larger 
photographic community. 
As outlined in Leif ’s Treasurer’s report, our financial situation is strong. Due to not having a year end 
banquet we have a surplus that the incoming Executive can address in the next season. Like Leif, our 
Secretary Steve R. has kept excellent records of our Executive and planning meetings. I refer to the 
minutes often and they have been valuable in keeping me on track.  
The Membership Directors, Rhonda and Mort, inducted three new members to the Forum this year. I am 
delighted to welcome Paul, Doris, and Mandeep into the fold. Their images have been stimulating and 
their commentary insightful.  
New members are critical to shaking up our routine and opening us up to new perspectives. To all 
members, let me say that I believe we should take risks in the images we present. The group’s commentary 
can be useful feedback on a concept that may not yet be fully formed. Use it to navigate to a personally 
satisfying outcome. In return, be sure to offer your insight into other member’s work. That exchange is the 
value and foundation of the Toronto Focal Forum. 
Thank you all for your contributions this year. It was fun while it lasted! And, thank you all for your 
support during my term as President. It was much appreciated. I now look forward to all the photographs 
of member’s yards, balconies and living rooms that I anticipate will be presented when we reconvene.  

Be well.  
Stephen Gilligan April 22, 2020
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A window covered with raindrops interests me more than a photograph of a famous person. 
– Saul Leiter

Shot in a snowstorm one winter day. I loved how the snow clung 
to this netting around the abandoned baseball diamond.

Art is Where You Find It, by Dass

Vice President Report 
By Dass 

The vice president’s job is to assist and 
advise the president as required. I was 
happy to do this with the president. 
The second responsibility of the vice 
president is to consider the awarding of 
the Galbraith Trophy in consultation with 
two past president members. I consulted 
with Marvin Cooper and David Kennedy, 
and we determined there was no one we 
thought deserving of the award this year. 
I also initiated a Vision Committee with 
the primary purpose of expanding the 
membership. Several initiatives were 
discussed and a couple were implemented, 
an Instagram page, and invitations to 
attend one of our meetings to an evening 
photography class. This resulted in 2 new 
members. It is my hope that the incoming 
vice president will continue with these and 
other ideas to continue to grow the 
membership. 

Respectfully,  
B Dass



Once upon a time, when birds can fly, 
Going far and wild, trust wings on sky.  
Morning glow from below, lift me up so high, 
Lift me up so high, full of joy with cry. 
Once upon a time, when birds can fly!

Once upon a Time,  
When Birds Can Fly.  

By Paul Yi 
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Which of my photographs is my favourite? The one I'm going to take tomorrow. 
– Imogen Cunningham

Arrangement, by Allan Flagel

Even when I don't have a camera 
in my hands, I am searching for 
possible pictures (this makes life 
more interesting for me, so that I 
am rarely bored).  
In this case I was sitting at a 
lunch table with Pavel and 
noticed the interesting design 
formed by the red table cloth, 
folds in the white drapery 
material and the black chair 
beside the table.



Local Government, by Matthew Robertson 
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If you have too many quotes from other people in your head, you can't create. You have to keep your head empty.  
That's why I am constantly enjoying the sky, the park, the walk. 

– Yoko Ono

Newsletter Editor Report 
by Matthew Robertson 

Snapshots 2019-2020 will include 17 issues, and has 
produced 16 to date, including this one. These issues 
have included 116 pages, 26000 words, 100 quotations, 
and 140 featured photos. All of these figures represent 
an increase over the previous season. More members are 
writing and contributing than ever, which adds vibrancy 
and is something I appreciate tremendously. 
Thirty-eight people subscribe to Snapshots emails. 
According to Mailchimp, 24 of these open the PDF 
“often”, 7 are “sometimes” readers, and 7 are “rarely” 
readers. All of these categories include both member 
and non-member subscribers, but do not include those 
who find Snapshots through the Forum website.

The architecture of Toronto’s City Hall is iconic,  
proudly prominent on the city’s flag and logo.  
But as a building it only embraces itself, 
with its windows only facing inward,  
turning its bare concrete back on the city it serves.
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Available light is any damn light that is available! 
– W. Eugene Smith

My photograph was scanned from a 2 1/4" square colour negative, In Photoshop, it was only cropped, a 
very slight burning-in of the lower left corner was done, and the removal of the catch lights in the eyes, 
from the flash. The background shows the window curtain and a blank wall.  
Anyone should try portraiture in this very simple way. You only require the subject, a camera and a 
window. If you can't get the camera's flash power turned down enough to use as a fill-in light, then 
someone holding a sheet of newspaper works well to reflect fill-in light.

Portrait,  
by Lawrence Sitwell 

The portrait was taken with 
Al Gilbert's method of 
using window light and a 
small flash unit that he had 
Braun manufacture, to sit 
on the lens hood of a 
Hasselblad. It is a Braun's 
'Hoodwinker' designed for 
use as a fill-in light only 
with film of 40-100 at 
distances of 5-7 feet.
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I believe that the community - in the fullest sense: a place and all its creatures - is the smallest unit of health  
and that to speak of the health of an isolated individual is a contradiction in terms. 

– Wendell Berry

A Sign of the Times, by Rhonda Starr 
A few weeks ago, we took a drive into the city to see how life 
had changed. While staying safely in the car, I photographed 
this man in Kensington Market. What struck me was the fact 
that he had his protective gloves beside him and his face mask 
lowered so that he could access his cell phone. 

Membership Report 
by Rhonda Starr  

This year we had a total of 30 members: 27 regular members and 3 associate members.  
We also welcomed three new members to the Forum this year. 
We were scheduled to have 16 meetings, however five of our meetings this year were 
cancelled: one due to renovations at our venue, four due to COVID-19. 
From the meetings that we did have, there were between 12 - 29 people in 
attendance. The most popular date was Dec. 11 when we had 29 people.
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Photography has always been a major part of my vision: my excuse for meddling with what the world looks like. 
– Robert Rauschenberg

Elements,  
by Mort Shapiro 
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I think that it is perfectly normal to talk to oneself occasionally.  
It's not as though I'm expecting a reply. I'm fully aware that Polly is a houseplant. 

– Gail Honeyman

Red Trilliums, by David Kennedy 

An experimental take on the traditional trillium photo. 
The actual print is printed on metallic paper.  
But that does not translate well on the web.

Observed this still life while sitting at the 
kitchen table having a cup of coffee. May not 
have noticed the shapes, light and shadows if 
I had been in a rush with somewhere to go.

Tulip Leaf and Stems, by Marvin Cooper 
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What’s more, if you really want to understand the tree, you have to encounter it in the forest.  
If you want to understand the river, you have to explore the watershed.  

If you want to understand the story, you have to go beyond it, into the ecosystem of stories. 
– Robert Bringhurst

I often speculate what if… about 
a number of different scenarios. 
How would my life be different if 
my family hadn’t moved to 
Canada, or if I hadn’t gone to a 
certain place? Would I have the 
personality I do? Would I have 
met this particular person? Does 
the place or circumstance affect 
us? I will never know the answer 
to these questions but believe, 
that no matter when or where I 
lived, I would at my core, still be 
the person I am. 

What if… I was born in another place 
at another time, would I still be me? 
by Marie Algieri-Goldgrub 

This image was created as part of what is turning out to be a series that I call, “What if… ”  
When I started working on this image, I had some idea of what I wanted to do or show. Very little of that is in 
this image. Even my self-portrait was not what I had in mind. As I scrolled through my images, certain ones 
resonated with me and this composite came together almost on its own. Upon completion, I realized, “it was 
meant to be this way”.
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One day I will find the right words, and they will be simple. 
– Jack Kerouac

Print Director Report 
by Matthew Robertson 

Over the course of eleven in-person meetings: 
153 new images were shown in the lightbox, including 3 remakes shown in addition to a new print from that 
maker, and 3 images shown by new members before joining. 
An average of 14 images were seen per meeting, with a high of 19 on January 15, and a low of 9 on October 30. 
This is a decrease compared to the 2018-2019 season (16 average, 23 maximum, 11 minimum). 
Of the images that could be voted for seals: 62 were considered “Gold”, 51 were “Silver”, and 14 were “no seal”, with 
seven of those being at the maker’s request at our last two meetings. 23 images were shown on two no-seal nights. 
Our 2019-2020 season is easily divided into two parts. In our five ‘seal’ meeting in 2019 43 images were voted as 
gold, 22 as silver, and 5 were no-seal. In 2020 the emphasis shifted, with 19 gold, 29 silver, and 2 images receiving 
no seal by vote. While the difference seems dramatic, it is actually the four meetings held in 2020 that more closely 
match the metals ratio of our 2018-2019 season.

Blue Graphic, by Judy Griffin 
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She simply stood there and let it all sink in until she felt that her own small affairs did not matter.  
Whatever happened to her, this, and thousands of other such small, lovely sights would remain  

and people would come suddenly upon them and look and be glad. 
– Flora Thompson

This is a detail shot of a bridge in the 
Moremi Game Reserve in Botswana - 
the site of an open camping ground. The 
first time I traveled to Moremi there 
were no maps and certainly zero facilities 
at any of the campsites, however, you had 
to stay at the designated campground at 
3rd bridge. When I asked how do we 
know where it is they looked at me like it 
was a dumb question - it is at the third 
bridge you come to, they told me! This 
was taken on my most recent trip and the 
bridge has actually been upgraded from 
the the early years. I have included a 
picture of the whole bridge for reference.

Third Bridge, by Craig Lauder 
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We all find joy and radiance and a reason to move on even in the most dire of circumstances.  
Even in chaos and madness, theres still a beauty that comes from just the vibrancy of another human spirit. 

– Ishmael Beah

Sierra Leone Drummer, by Sue Curtis 

Save the Dates! 
While subject to change, here is a preliminary schedule of 
our tentative meeting dates for the upcoming season. 
Which night will you make your own as our Moderator?

September 9 
September 23 
October 7 
October 21 
November 4 
November 18 
December 2 
winter break 
January 6 
January 20 
February 3  
February 17 
March 3 
March 17 
spring break 
April 7 
April 21 
May 5
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I've been to Nepal, but I'd like to go to Tibet. It must be a wonderful place to go.  
I don't think there's anything there, but it would be a nice place to visit. 

– David Attenborough

While travelling through India, you are faced with countless opportunities to photograph urban and rural 
life. It's a head spinning experience making it impossible to capture everything unfolding around you.  
This scene, which I captured in a series of shots from a bus window, shows a mother with 6 children 
living on the sidewalk with their worldly possessions. The mother is staying out of the blistering sun, 
while the kids are doing what kids everywhere do… play. I created this panoramic view of a second in 
their life by combining 2 of the shots in the series, bringing all 7 (yes, there really are 7) into 1 image.

Street Life, by Leif Petersen 

Planning for the Future 
an afterword by Matthew Robertson 

It’s difficult, if not outright unwise, to not change with the times – especially times like these. 
The purpose of Snapshots is to keep our members connected and informed. Previously this has simply meant 
celebrating our biweekly meetings, but now this focus has expanded. Accordingly, even when we resume our regular 
evenings, Snapshots will continue to include contributions from all members, not just those who were present in person. 
As we look toward plans for the upcoming year we’re also seeking new ways to include those who are not able to join us 
at our evening meetings. While the printed photograph remains our chosen means of creative expression, this has the 
potential to both enhance and expand our community.  
We have something amazing here. Let’s keep it up.


